
IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management
Act 1991 and the Canterbury
Earthquake (Christchurch
Replacement District Plan) Order
2014

AND

IN THE MATTER of the Specific Purpose Hospital
Proposal

EXPERT CONFERENCING STATEMENT

SPECIFIC PURPOSE ZONE PROPOSAL: CHAPTER 21

TOPIC – TERTIARY EDUCATION

25th and 28th September 2015

1. EXPERT CONFERENCING

Expert conferencing for this topic was held on the 25th September 2015 at the Hearings Venue,

348 Manchester Street, Christchurch, followed by a site visit to each of the three University of

Canterbury sites on the 28th September 2015.  The 25th September session was initially

facilitated by Environment Court Commissioner John Mills.

2. PARTICIPANTS

Participant Company/Organisation Representing

Josephine F J Schröder Christchurch City Council Christchurch City Council

Edward Jolly Jasmax University of Canterbury
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3. MATTERS TO NOTE

3.1 The Christchurch City Council’s Stage 2 Specific Purpose Zones Proposal

dated 17th of September 2015 was used as the basis for conferencing.

3.2 Mr Jolly also provided a set of recession plane and setback cross section

diagrams that were used as the basis for discussion for the site visit.

3.3 This conferencing statement is a combination of matters discussed in the

facilitated expert session and the site visit.

SPECIFIC PURPOSES (TERTIARY EDUCATION) ZONE

4. PROVISIONS PACKAGE- GENERAL

4.1 In principle both participants agree with the simplification of the rules package

from that of the notified Proposal 21 in regard to height, setbacks and

recession planes, so long as the package still addresses the sensitivities to the

surrounding sites.

4.2 The participants agree that the combination of the building setbacks as

notified, in combination with the blanket height limits sought by the University

of Canterbury and the Residential Suburban Zone recession planes, will

appropriately address the height to boundary ratio to manage residential

amenity effects i.e. the impact of building form and scale on residential

neighbours.  It was also agreed however, that this is not the case in respect to

Kirkwood Avenue, Creyke Rd and Clyde Rd boundaries, on the main campus

only, as discussed below.

4.3 For clarity the participants therefore agree that the stepped height control as

proposed in the notified Proposal 21 is not necessary on any of the three

University of Canterbury campus sites.

4.4 The participants also agreed that the length of continuous building (including

potentially roofline) is a design matter that requires resolution i.e. to ensure a

grain of development that provides building modulation, to reduce building bulk

and provide some visual interest, rather than extensive blank facades.  This

applies in respect to both the relationship with internal boundaries and with the

street. An appropriate provision to address this, while discussed, has not been

agreed, and may be out of scope for consideration in respect to submissions.
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5. PROVISIONS PACKAGE- UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY - MAIN CAMPUS, EAST
OF ILAM ROAD

5.1 The participants agreed that on the Kirkwood Avenue, Creyke Rd and Clyde

Rd boundaries of the University of Canterbury main campus there is potential

for adverse effects on residential neighbours opposite, as the recession planes

do not apply to road boundaries in respect to Proposal 21 as notified. The

participants have agreed that the Residential Suburban Zone recession planes

should apply to these boundaries, while recognising that this would be would

be inconsistent with the application of recession planes in the pRDP.

Recession planes have not been associated with road boundaries in the pRDP

to date.

5.2 The participants agreed that a 10m setback and building height of 30m

adjacent to Ilam Road (east side) is appropriate without the stepped height as

proposed in 21.7.2.2.3.5 (a) of the notified Proposal 21.  However in saying

this, the participants also agree that the modulation and grain of the buildings

should be addressed as noted in 4.4 above.

6. PROVISIONS PACKAGE- UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY - MAIN CAMPUS, WEST
OF ILAM ROAD

6.1 The participants agree the building setbacks as proposed, 10m for a road

setback and 6m for an internal setback, in combination with the a blanket 16m

height limit and Residential Suburban Zone recession planes are appropriate

for this site, in conjunction with addressing the modulation and grain of the

buildings as noted in 4.4 above.

7. PROVISIONS PACKAGE - UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY- DOVEDALE CAMPUS

7.1 In regard to the Dovedale campus, the participants agreed that a 15m building

setback from the road boundary is appropriate.  It was also agreed that a 20m

maximum building height is appropriate, in conjunction with the Residential

Suburban Zone recession planes.  However, as discussed in 4.4 above,

consideration should be given to the modulation and grain of the buildings.
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We confirm that this Expert Conferencing Statement is a true and accurate record of the

conferencing session and site visit held respectively on the 25th and 28th September 2015 and we

have complied with the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses.

Signed:

Josephine Schröder

Edward Jolly


